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1. A meeting was held January 24, 25 and 26,
1961 at AEC Headquarters with AEC Clas
si~ication O~~icers and operations o~~ice

personnel who are concerned with classi
~ication problems in attendance. The
~rimary purpose o~ the meeting was to
discuss current Commission classi~ication

policy and the ~ture trends in classi~i

cation.

2. An "Interim Classi~icationGuide ~or the
Military Compact Reactor Developmental
Model Pilot Plant". has been distributed.
O~~ices needing additional copies o~ this
Guide should request them ~rom the Division
o~ Classi~ication, Headquarters.
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3. Re~erence is made to Classi~icationBulletin C-RD
No. 47, Item 3, issued November 25, 1960.
Some misunderstandings have arisen concerning
the last sentence o~ Item 3c. The intent
is that the c1assi~ication action is not to
be retroactive, i.e., plutonium samples or
batches which were declassUied be~ore

issuance o~ Bulletin No. 47 are not required
to be re-classified. Thus, samples already
shipped abroad and Pu-Be sources now in use
are not re-classified.
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H.owever, plutonium declassif'ied under the
"two-kilogram limit ll remains unclassif'ied only
so long as it is held by the original user.
End products such as neutron sources made by
the original recipient using declassified
plutonium are also unclassified. However,
declassified plutonium cannot be transferred
to another user elsewhere, nor can it be
run through a reprocessing cycle and returned
unclassified to the original user. As a
result, a large part of such plutonium will
gradually be el1m1nated from further unclas
sified use.

4. Form AEC-22 "Irradiation Services Purchase
Order No. II provides a space (item 12)
for Other Provisions (as needed) relative
to the sample to be irradiated. This space
may be used to indicate the classification
of the sample and/or irradiation results with
brief comments on the classification aspects.
Incorporation of this information will assist
the irradiation site in appropriate handJ.ing
of the sample and protection of information
sensitive to other programs.

5. The BONUS (BoUing Nuclear Superheat) Reactor
bas been added to the list of unclassified
reactors. Please add this reactor to the list
given in OC Doc-74.
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